
Consultation responses for the proposed changes in Wickersley and surrounding areas

Response ID Service 113 Service 116 Service X1 Service X10 Other Other Service Feedback 113 Feedback 116 Feedback X1 Feedback X10 Feedback Other General feedback

17

20 113 116 X1 X10 I support the revision of this service I support the opinion of this new service I am supportive of the revised timetable. I feel that the extension to Doncaster should also be shown as X10 to offer extended journey 

visibility to customers who would otherwise be unaware.

23 X10 Seems very strange and confusing to the more vulnerable person that the route number will 

change from X10 to 10 along the route towards Doncaster and on the route towards 

Rotherham will change from 10 to X10. This needs sorting out.  It seems very poor that to find 

changes in Maltby, you need to look under Wickersley and Bramley changes. Does Maltby not 

exist in its own right?  I notice that the X10 will NOT SERVE THE HOSPITAL. This again needs 

sorting. We have hade a direct service from Maltby to the Hospital for at least the last 20 years. 

Many people use it to get to appointments. Why deprive the people of Maltby of this direct 

service. Just sums up what SYPTE and the bus companies think of what intending passengers 

require.

Have a section detailing the changes in Maltby. Unless of course these changes are being kept 

quiet deliberately.

25 X1 The service needs to terminate at Rotherham as the current route is unmanageable at peak 

times due to the length of the route. This often results in buses turning up 30 to 40 minutes late 

or not turning up at all.

I understand that the X10 will not be servicing RDGH under the proposed route. Many people 

rely on this service to attend appts. at the hospital. How is this improving the service?

26 113 X10 The proposed timetable for this service is completely inadequate to make any assumptions as 

to the frequency and exact routes. It needs a detailed list of stops and clear indication of which 

services will take which routes and when they will only run certain sections. How on Earth you 

expect people to make decisions about these services is beyond me.

The proposed timetable for this service is completely inadequate to make any assumptions as 

to the frequency and exact routes. It needs a detailed list of stops and clear indication of which 

services will take which routes and when they will only run certain sections. How on Earth you 

expect people to make decisions about these services is beyond me.

The proposed timetable for the services is completely inadequate to make any assumptions as 

to the frequency and exact routes. It needs a detailed list of stops and clear indication of which 

services will take which routes and when they will only run certain sections. How on Earth you 

expect people to make decisions about these services is beyond me.

27 X10 I use the 10/10a most days to travel to the hospital for visits or appointments i would hate to 

loose this service as been a maltby resident i would be stuck with out this service  

28 X1 It hasn't been very successful. Never had such an unreliable service as we now have. Roads a 

littered with broken down buses. Need to do something to restore confidence in the service. 

Also does it need to go to Sheffield. The buses get delayed in traffic and Maltby suffers. Believe 

there are enough other buses trams and trains going from Rotherham  to Sheffield without X1 

having to do so.

Most recent changes for the Maltby service, which these changes also affect, have definitely  

not been an improvement. I can't see these being any better. No confidence at all in it being an 

improved service.

31 X10 Keep the same but when travelling to/from Doncaster miss out the broadway in Balby - this 

adds unnecessary time and is a short walk, and also send via Springwell Lane as the stops 

between that junction and Springwell Lane are barely used. This would speed up the journey to 

Maltby and onward to Sheffield and be a more pleasant experience. Also reduce 10a frequency 

as Stainton stop never appears to be used

33 X10 Needs to go via Rotherham Hospital every 30minutes as the 10 now does. This service has been 

running for at least the last 20 years and is vital to help people from the area to attend 

appointments at the Hospital. Yes passengers could change at Wickersley for a 19 but this 

would add both time and cost to the journey. (First day tickets no use on Stagecoach and vice 

versa). A solution might be to have alternate X10 buses routed via the Hospital with the others 

via your proposed route. This woul no doubt satisfy both the people of Maltby and Hellaby as 

well as those on the proposed new route.

Why is there no separate entry for Maltby? Has it deliberately been done in the hope that no 

one in Maltby will notice the multiple changes and so not make comments as I have. Shame on 

both SYPTE and First.

37 First of all I take exception to you hiding changes that effect Maltby under the heading 

Wickersley Bramley corridor, is this a deliberate ruse to hid from Maltby people that they will 

no longer have a direct bus to the hospital, and our children will no longer have a direct bus to 

Thomas Rotherham Collage.  We fought long and hard to get a direct bus from Maltby to the 

hospital and we wish to keep it. Are you aware that the hospital are making more early 

appointments for old people which means we have to pay full price on the buses, this will 

increase the costs to pensioners if they have to pay on two buses. This is the second time I have 

been involved with bus consultation involving Maltby, the first was so idiotic that a 2year old 

could see it (we managed to get that on stopped) do you employ a person with the title route 

planer , well he or she must be trying to justify their job by coming up with stupid proposals, 

they would be better employed giving the people who live in the Devenshite road Highfield park 

area of Maltby their bus stop back, the same bus stop that has been the alighting stop from 

Doncaster ever since there has been a service from Doncaster to Maltby. The last time I 

contacted you about this I was completly ignored, I am not holding my breath this time.

38 X10 Reducing the X1 wirh extra journeys on the X10 will only turn passengers away. Via Flanderwell 

and now via Clifton Lane!

40 X10 The link between maltby and Rotherham hospital should not be cut out. It is a lifeline to the 

people of Maltby.

The linki between maltby and the hospital should be kept. These changes neglect maltby people 

in favour of people in wickersley, flanderwell and sunnyside.

43 X1 X10 Reducing the X10 for Maltby so that there is no direct routing to Rotherham Hospital is nothing 

short of disgraceful 

45 X1 X10 Given the capacity of car parking at Rotherham District General, taking the bus from Maltby is 

preferable to driving. I have no need for more frequent bus services, but a service between 

Maltby and the hospital is absolutely essential for our community.

Given the capacity of car parking at Rotherham District General, taking the bus from Maltby is 

preferable to driving. I have no need for more frequent bus services, but a service between 

Maltby and the hospital is absolutely essential for our community.

46 X10 The proposed changes will take away the direct route to RDGHospital for many people who do 

not drive this is a vital lifeline, this will result in areas of high deprivation such as Maltby 

suffering further isolation from health and wellbeing and a source of employability. 

The proposed changes will take away the direct route to RDGHospital for many people who do 

not drive this is a vital lifeline, this will result in areas of high deprivation such as Maltby 

suffering further isolation from health and wellbeing and a source of employability. 

48 X1 X10 Thank you for the improved service along Rotherham Road. For the rare occasion I have to visit 

Rotherham Hospital the improvements to frequency far outweighs the occasional change of 

buses at Wickersley. 

49 X10 Improved service in my area giving my son direct access to his part time job at Meadowhall 

50 X10 At last an improved service from my area to Rotherham and Meadowhall Can you make them more punctual?  The delays between Sheffield and Rotherham can be 

really bad, it could do with more bus lanes.

51 X10 Other - Write In 10/10a Like the improved service and better links to Meadowhall

52 X10 The link from Maltby to Rotherham Hospital will be severed by the changes. It means no direct 

link from Maltby to Rotherham Hospital which is a major blow to both employment 

opportunities and for those needing to attend the hospital for either treatment, employment or 

visiting relatives in hospital. It will add extra time and stress to the commute for hospital 

workers and those visiting loved ones who may be nearing the end of life. The loss of the link 

may mean some relatives who are called in at short notice to the Hospital to visit their loved 

ones in their last moments of life may arrive at the hospital to find they have died as they are 

delayed by having to change buses.

PLEASE call these MALTBY changes. The route 10 is a MALTBY route. How do you expect 

MALTBY people to find these changes when you don't have the decency or competence to state 

it? PLEASE publicise the fact that you are removing the link from MALTBY to Rotherham 

HOSPITAL.

56 116 X1 X10 Good to see this route kept intact A good brand that was developing is being compromised.  Frequencies from Maltby will be 

improved, but there will be two services rather than one "turn up and travel" X1

In Herringthorpe the service will run along Badsley Moor Lane and MIDDLE LANE SOUTH, not 

Moor Lane South (as stated).  Moor Lane South is in Ravenfield!

57 X10 About time. Why not run the X1's alternate ways around Maltby like the 1's and 2's used to?

58 X1 X10 Other - Write In I am mostly ok about the route and timetable in Maltby. I always felt that the people on 

Rotherham Rd were shortchanged when the X1 started? It's also better for passengers at 

Quilter Rd as they can go direct along Rotherham Rd without the need to go around Dale Hill 

Rd.  I do think the X1 going from the terminus at Chadwick Dr round the town and back up 

Braithwell Rd is a waste of diesel and could be done differently. I also think there's a case to be 

made for an express service to Maltby.  Rotherham to Hellaby nonstop and the same in reverse 

order just a few times a day would  be a vast improvement for a lot of passengers for whom this 

journey takes an increasing amount of time.

I may be missing a trick but does this mean no direct bus service from Maltby to Rotherham 

Hospital. This would be adding a considerable amount of time to each journey to get to and 

from the hospital, especially for people who have appointments and no other means of 

transport. Definitely a backward step.

I do feel that amalgamating some of these bus services into longer journeys poses lots of extra 

problems. There are frequent hold ups resulting in 2 sometimes 3 buses running together and 

then you get a long wait. If problems happen in Sheffield or Meadowhall passengers have no 

alternative bus to get to Maltby which is very poor.

Just to reiterate all the stuff I said earlier. I don't drive and rely on public transport but I do feel 

these longer routes are detrimental and increase journey times. 

59 X1 The X1 service has had a lot of issues ever since the start of this route. I catch the X1 bus 12 

times a week minimum and the issue is not the route or timetable, it is keeping to the 

timetable. There are frequent delays and have waited up to 70 minutes for an x1 during 10 

minute timetables. Often after long delays multiple x1's arrive together. Before promising to 

increase services you need to make sure you are able to deliver a timetable and in my opinion if 

you can't keep to a 10 minute timetable you are not going to be able to keep to a 7-8 minute 

timetable. I think the route itself is too long. Before the x1 was introduced there was a 1 and 2 

bus from Maltby to Rotherham and there were never such long delays. I think introducing the 

Maltby to Rotherham route again would be useful.

As previous comments - it is not about the route it is about sticking to your timetable. Don't 

leave people waiting out in all weathers for your late / missing services.

60 X1 This service would be a good one if you are able to keep roughly to the timetable. At this 

present time the service particularly coming from Maltby is far from good. In the past few 

months I have had to wait 30 minutes for a bus on many occasions. The buses going up to 

Maltby go up at regular intervals but seem to return together.

61 X1 X10 Will the X10 be taking the exact same route as the current 10 & 10a just more often? Any service running from Bramley to Rotherham Hospital needs to be frequesnt. Currently 5 

busses have missed in the last 4 weeks and most buses I catch are 15-20 minutes late. When 

paying for a monthly pass having to pay extra for other bus company's/services is not 

acceptable

64 How reduced will the service be? It looks like the Quilter Rd end of maltby is going to lose a lot 

of service, first bus not until nearly 6 (I get the 5:20 for work) and half hourly through the day is 

a big drop in service. Not happy at all.

65 X1 X10 We want the X1 to be X1 (Salisbury Road) and adding x2 (quilter Road) and doing the route it is 

now. The x10 needs taking off the X1 route to make sure all buses on this route are x1 as there 

is very often a HUGE gap between buses. The x1 is a popular route and should stay at ten 

minute intervals.

The hospital needs to have a direct route from Maltby. Leave the x10 on its original route from 

Maltby and then make it go past rotherham general hospital. Therefore it offered transport for 

the elderly around maltby and sunnyside straight to the hospital instead of having to get yet 

another bus from town.

Not sure what these are. The number 10 should increase the amount of streets around bramley 

and the X1 should stay on its current route into town.

66 X10 Many people in maltby use the number 10 bus to get to the hospital. Taking that service away 

will create more hassle for so many people including pensioners. 

75 X10 If we didn't have a link straight from maltby to the Hospital we'd struggle very much. The 

amount of people who use the service to stop it will be very damaging for Maltby and 

surrounding areas.

77 X10 It's appalling that this will no longer be going to the hospital when vulnerable people are relying 

on it to get them to the hospital. 

Appealing that service will no longer be going to the hospital when many vulnerable people rely 

on it to get them to the hospital and back. 

80 113 Other - Write In Please can you reconsider bringing the 13 back down onto the Bramley Grange Estate, lots of 

older people there stuck at the bottom of the hills. the bus was a lifeline and it has been taken 

off. Thankyou 

82 X1 X10 Very useful service going from Maltby to Meadowhall/Sheffield. Instead of getting 2 busses can 

just get one. 

Very useful service to get to the local hospital. When visiting a family member in hospital 

always get this bus or number 10/10a.

Think the while odea is bizzare keep the services how they are

83 X1 Other - Write In They never turn up on time if they do they only go up to queens corner ðŸ˜« Adding a new bus route to tickhill ? Connecting to maltby It will be confusing especially for older people who know the times now got to learn different 

times for the buses 

90 X1 X10 Will this bus still stop at Rotherham hospital 
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91 X10 Other - Write In Could you please supply information if this service is going down Rotherham road at Maltby 

from the leisure centre to Addison road as the current x1 does not and the old people in layden  

court and  the old people in the disabled flats on st Barbara's way have-very little access to a 

service and need hospital transport on a regular basis-hardly

The current x1 does not go down Rotherham road at Maltby between the don jon and Addison 

road. Every day I see at least 2/3  X1 buses arrive together and turn up to the leisure centre . 

Will one of these now be continuing down past the grammar school and so provide a service to 

the old people in layden court and the disabled in the flats off st Barbara close who regularly 

need hospital appointments and seem to have been neglected while the rest of Maltby get 2 or 

3 at once 

92 X1 X10 Will the proposed X10 still be serving Rotherham Hospital throughout the day? As this is the 

only bus I can get to and from work

I cannot tell a difference from the map you have shown. Can we please have the new proposed 

route in writing (i.e street names)

98 113 Is this service still to run on Belvedere Parade? At the moment it only runs every 2 hours and 

misses frequently. If there is a more frequent service this has got to be better

100 X1 It's all well and good saying the service will run every 7/8 minutes however it already runs every 

10 minutes and the buses can't keep to them times! 2/3 buses always turn up at the same time 

and then there isn't any for 30/40minutes!! It's DESPICABLE!!!!! Do something about this first 

before you go changing things willy nilly!!

103 113 X10 This will help my mum get to Wickersley now that the post office has closed in Ravenfield. About time that Sunnyside got more buses, why does Maltby get so many and we have to just 

have two an hour.  Also much better not being dragged all the way past the hospital which 

takes ages especially in an afternoon due to traffic.

108 113 X10 this service needs to run every day to cover the hospital including visiting hours in the evening pleased to see a better service around sunnyside,flanderwell .much needed,just hope its more 

reliable and on time.I cannot see the service that we have from flanderwell to Doncaster on the 

timetable?

what about the service to Doncaster that runs  through flanderwell ?

109 X10 Needs to keep the direct link from Maltby to Rotherham Hospital. It took many years to get this 

link provided and would cause great difficulties for the mor vulnerable in society.

Good that Maltby will regain a more frequent service to Rotherham but very bad that the 

service to the Hospital. Seems to me that First wish to do exactly what they want and not 

provide a service that the public may want. Shareholders before service.

111 X10 service should still go past hospital into rotherham centre as I find that the 19 and 19a can be a 

bit of a 'mystery bus' as sometimes it's unclear as to whether it's going via the hospital or 

herringthorpe  maybe have the traditional 10 and 10a run the old route together with the x10

116 X10 Like the improved service for Sunnyside

119 X1 X10 A shocking service, catch it 4 times a day and never turns up on time, if at all.  Out of the last 50 

times i have caught it, it didn't turn up at all 12 times, late by more than 10 mins 16 times and 

by 30 mins 9 times. This service covers too much a distance, crossing motorways and 

meadowhall congestion too many times.  The timetable times must have been done via 

helicopter, I have out of my last 100 journeys at midday, never once done dale hill road maltby 

to rotherham interchange in the stated 28 mins. More like 38-48 mins. To Sheffield road it 

takes me EVERY single day 50mins to 1hr, this being ontop of bus not turning up for 20 to 30 

mins.  I have to say that the bus service actually puts people off catching any sort of bus and 

adds to road traffic. The old 1 and 2 Maltby service and going back to the 101 and 102, got you 

to Rotherham in the times you claim, 28 mins.  PS I am sat on the X1 now from dale hill to 

rotherham, turned up 5 mins late, 12.28 instead of 12.23 and pulled into the bus station at 

12.58, making me miss my train.

The service is too long a journey for any resident in Maltby to consider catching it. To increase a 

service through Maltby that hardly anybody catches is money down the pan, increase ticket 

prices to compensate empty seats on this service is the only logic you can apply to this. I have 

sat on buses all over Europe and sorry, but the ones in our area are the dearest and least 

punctual out of the lot. Please look to a city like Amsterdam, Brussels, Brugge etc clockwork and 

cheap. People of Maltby need a less regular service but on time and direct to the major towns 

of Rotherham and Sheffield for trains and other connections.  I have actually got a taxi to 

Doncaster train station and caught a train to London in the time in the real world it takes to get 

from Quilter Road to the Moor. I have got Taxis and caught planes out of Doncaster Airport to 

Amsterdam in the same time it takes.  The service is only good enough for OAP's and 

Unemployed people. Who have alot of time on their hands. No good for people in work with 

strict employers that maintain you are punctual or dismissed. No good if you have an 

appointment anywhere. 

None

121 113 Please provide the route into Rotherham Hospital, will this be along Spinneyfield? Please reply 

to .... johnbilton@mac.com

123 X10 As the current no 10 is the only bus from Maltby to the Rotherham hospital why as all but 4 

buses been removed from calling at the hospital, I feel that this will create alot of problems for 

anyone with appointments,visiting or working at the hospital.

Other than not enough buses to Hospital I feel the changes will be of benefit to Maltby.

125 X1 X10 Some information as to where the x1 route will run beyond Wickersley would be useful.  East 

Bawtry Road between Worrygoose Island and Whiston Crossroads has to be the most 

underserved major road for public transport!  

Some information as to where the x10 route will run beyond Wickersley would be useful.  East 

Bawtry Road between Worrygoose Island and Whiston Crossroads has to be the most 

underserved major road for public transport!   Will the X3 be terminated as a service so people 

who live on 2 large housing estates will not be able to travel directly to Sheffield or will you 

continue to run the route currently being used by the X3, ie, on East Bawtry Road?    The 

information you have released for a consultation is absolutely abysmal - I hope you haven't 

actually PAID someone to do this rubbish!

Running a service between Rotherham and Sheffield is a vital service requirement.  Why not 

continue to run a route like X3 but instead of going via Meadowhall have it run directly to 

Sheffield, thereby cutting journey times further still.   This may actually be your intent but the 

information you have provided is patchy and not fit for purpose for a consultation exercise.  

129 X10 Will this service go to Rotherham hospital as the current no 10 does? I have heard that the number 10 will not run to Rotherham hospital which would mean a 

journey into rotherham, change buses and another journey to the hospital and the same in 

reverse, this is ridiculous not to have a direct route to the hospital

130 X1 Interesting that you called the survey Bramley and Wickersley. This was obviously so Maltby 

people would be unaware of the changes affecting them. Yes you have ensured there are more 

frequent buses along Rotherham Road where you will pick up very few customers but you have 

reduced the frequency of buses along Braithwell / Dale Hill and Addison Roads. As a pensioner I 

usually use the buses after 9.30 but almost every bus will pick up at almost every stop along 

these roads - and not all pensioners - plenty of your "paying customers. I thought the purpose 

of buses was to collect passengers. What will be your next changes - to put the  fares up or 

reduce the service further because you're not getting enough passengers.

132 X1 X10 If this route is too remain can it not run through Moorgate Road to include Rotherham hospital. 

The 10 bus routes seem to have missed this out altogether. 

Why no provisions to Rotherham hospital and Moorgate road through the morning. How are 

we to get to work and visit the hospital during the morning. Why change this route again. Why 

no Sunday service again to this area of Rotherham. 

I think it's crazy to not provide a service that goes past the Rotherham hospital and Moorgate 

road. Sunday service needs including on this route also. 

134 X10 There won't be any regular service which goes from Maltby, through Whiston and up to the 

hospital. Just putting a bus on at 6.30 is no good, lots of us need to get to the hospital area for 

before 9am.

These plans are really bad, the service from Maltby to the hospital is invaluable for workers and 

many pensioners. Just putting buses on really early in the morning is no good at all. The current 

service is outstanding, the proposed one is atrocious.

135 X1 It is not the frequency of the service which is the problem it is the route, you could increase the 

frequency to one a minute and the service would still be dismal. Whether its one or 10 buses 

the all get stuck in or around Sheffield and Meadowhall so in Rotherham and beyond you either 

have no buses (theyre in line in Meadowhall) or 4 coming at once. With the new tram train 

service to Rotherham what is needed is a bus route between Rotherham and Maltby only, or a 

direct route to Sheffield from Maltby. I live in Maltby and work in Sheffield, I finish work at 

16.30 and its after 19.00 by the time I get home. It's ridiculous

Revise your Maltby to Sheffield route...it is too long and by the time the buses do get through 

the drivers have run out of drive time and cannot complete their route. I am a 60 year old 

woman and often have a 20 minute walk in the dark to get home because the bus does not 

complete its route. It is very unsafe

136 X10 The number 10 bus is a well needed bus in maltby to get from maltby to the hospital. 

139 X10 Why are you stopping the 10 bus to the hospital. 20k people live in Maltby and virtuakly every 

one uses that hospital at some point.  Your original statement about making it easier for access 

to schools,work and HOSPITALS is a farce.

The bus service is shocking as regards timetabling ever since the route included Meadowhall.

140 X10 Not providing a direct route to the Hospital is a backward step for Maltby and Bramley. It has 

taken years to get this service and your new proposals do not serve the people who rely on 

public transport. It is in direct conflict with the countries policy of encouraging people to be 

treated in their own homes with support from the local hospital and then you intend to make it 

more difficult to get a direct service to the hospital. To leave Maltby out of the title of the 

consultation over changes is a questionable oversight which puts into doubt the value of the 

consultation and needs immediate rectification to remove any question over the care of the 

transport executive for the people of Maltby. Surely there are more pepole living in Maltby and 

Helaby than Wickersley. The latter also still has the Stagecoach 19 service via the hospital does 

it not? 

Not in the interests of the people of Maltby and Bramley getting to the hospital easily and 

economically. Two buses means two fares!

142 Other - Write In 10,10A It would appear this service will not travel to Rotherham via the hospital during the day.  Only 

very early in the morning.  It seems to be the case the only way to travel to the hospital from 

Maltby will be to change bus at Wickersley.  Which makes it almost impossible to attend an 

appointment or visit a patient without allowing a huge amount of extra time.  Surely some of 

the huge amount of buses going into Rotherham could travel via the hospital.

It seems wrong that these changes are only shown under Wickersley/Bramley Service Changes 

so if you live in Maltby you only find out by default there is a consultation in which you can take 

part.

143 X1 The X1 service has never worked correctly since it was introduced !!  Here in Maltby, we have 

virtually lost our once reliable service into and from Rotherham. We now do not know when or 

even if buses are going to turn up. The timetable is non existent as far as specific times are 

concerned. 'Every 8 to 10 minutes' does not mean anything when no times are mentioned and 

when it can often be 30 to 40 minutes between buses, only to have three or even four appear, 

'nose to tail'. Between nine and ten in mornings it is now pure lottery. It has got much worse 

since the closure of the Midland Road Depot in Rotherham because buses now have to come 

from Sheffield or Doncaster Depots.The drivers don't know whether thay are coming or going 

half the time and, to be honest, some of them don't seem to care too much !! Please consider 

putting the Rotherham/Maltby section back to what it was before. We don't need to get to 

Meadowhall and Sheffield every nine or ten minutes, Just to get into Rotherham is more than 

sufficient for most of us...!!!

146 X10 Hi as a cancer patient who doesn't drive I rely on the number 10 bus service to get me from 

Maltby to Rotherham District General Hospital for my treatment this service is invaluable to me 

along with many other people to get to the hospital. This is of great concern if you should re-

route this bus and completely bypass the hospital altogether.  While I understand the need to 

change certain routes this is not one of them we need the hospital bus as what is already a 40 

min journey from maltby to the hospital this will now take 2 busses is just not fair and 

unreasonable.  Please reconsider this option 

147 X10 Good

149 X10 I believe it is a big mistake in removing the bus from stopping at Rotherham hospital it gets well 

used by plenty of maltby folk either to get to work or appointments or visiting relatives , maltby 

allways gets the short end of the stick from your service we pay the fares but get a very poor 

service from you , I've seen buses break down , and late on turning up allso they dnt turn up on 

time as well , please give us in maltby a service we want dnt rob us any more with a second rate 

service if you cnt run it then give it to some other bus service who can . 

151 113 X10 Service 113 is likely to be welcomed by residents. I do not require a Wickersley to Ravenfield 

bus myself, but have been made aware of other people who would appreciate this.

The proposal shown in the image looks like it would provide a satisfactory service.
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152 X10 This service is brilliant for the hospital for people that live in Maltby. We don't want it taken off. 

153 X10 I am disgusted that the hospital is being disregarded! I live in maltby, i dont drive, i work at 

rotherham hospital providing a service for older peoples mental health yet i wont be able to get 

directly to work?? I have enought difficulty since the ladt changes without it being stopped 

completely! 

Maltby NEEDS a bus direct to the hospital.  

154 113 It is not clear how the bus travels from Flanderwell lane to Rotherham hospital. I use this route 

regularly and will be very diappointed if there are any disruptions to this service currently being 

served by the number 10.

158 X1 would like more frequent buses to the X1 route so they could actually be on time, not 

interested in the X10

why cant we have more buses in peak times just for the Bramley to Sheffield and Sheffield to 

Bramley?

165 X10 I feel maltby really needs a service that calls at Rotherham district general hospital, a lot pf 

people use this service for this purpose either to work, appointments and visiting. To go into 

Rotherham and catch another bus to the hospitsl puts a lot of time onto your journey. Elderly 

patients will feel this more than others. It is a lifeline for some people who don't have their own 

transport. Also a lot of people would rather use the number 10 rather than fight for parking 

space at RDGH. please keep the service to RDGH.

167 X1 Other - Write In 1 During peak times buses are delayed due to the long route and hold ups at Meadowhall causing 

the buses to 'cluster', should there be a Maltby - Rotherham service ever 3 to help with this?

Are there any changes to bus service 1

180 X10 Could those buses that continue, from Maltby to Doncaster, show that before they reach 

Maltby, please?   Perhaps, 'Maltby then Doncaster' might be workable, please.   Thanks,  Mike 

Johnson   

182 X1 At the moment you regularly get 2 X1 buses turning up one after the other. m ore bus stops 

should have the electronic timetables so you can see when the next bus is due. I have on a few 

occasions had to wait 20 or 30 and even 60 minutes for  an X1 Sheffield to Maltby bus to arrive 

at Meadowhall without any explanations being given for the long waits.

183 X10 I completely agree with the proposed route, this will be very helpful for allowing me to get to 

work.

N/A

184 X10 This service needs leaving on the Rotherham Hospital route for residents to get to Rotherham 

Hospital and students to get to Thomas Rotherham College.

This service needs leaving on the Rotherham Hospital route for residents to get to Rotherham 

Hospital and students to get to Thomas Rotherham College. The number 10 (as it is now) is 

always a busy bus, so I cannot see how or why it is even being considered taken off it's current 

route up Moorgate. 

185 X10 I do not think that integrating the number 10 service into the X1 service and removing the 

number 10 from Moorgate Road would be a wise or informed decision as it puts the majority of 

the population of Maltby at a further disadvantage, that being it would make accessing 

Rotherham District General Hospital, and Thomas Rotherham College difficult for residents of 

Maltby. This would be risking the health of Maltby residents, a large proportion of which are 

elderly and disabled people who rely on the number 10 service to meet their hospital 

appointments, as removing the number 10 service from Moorgate Road would mean that there 

is no longer a bus that runs directly from Maltby to Rotherham General Hospital. The same 

applies to the young people of Maltby in regards to accessing high quality further education, 

particularly A Levels. Removing the number 10 service from Moorgate Road would make it 

incredibly difficult for Thomas Rotherham Collegg students in both Maltby and Hellaby to areive 

at their lessons on time or sometimes even at all, especially those whose lessons begin in an 

afternoon (speaking as a former Thomas Rotherham College student who lives in Maltby and 

relied on the number 10 service for the whole three years I attended further education, I cab 

attest to how vital the number 10 service is to students who live here). Maltby residents rely on 

the number 10 service to access numerous services within Rotherham and as previously stated 

removing the number 10 service would further disadvantage an already disadvantaged 

community. I hope you consider the major harm this would do to people of Maltby and that 

you decide to not go ahead with the proposed service changes.

186 X1 x x

187 X10 More buses to Wickersley, Rotherham and meadowhall is good as I struggle to walk. I don't 

travel much at night but no bus on markfield is worrying if coming home later.

188 X1 X10 X1 running only once every hour in the evening is absolutely not enough buses for people 

finishing work, waiting upwards of 45 minutes is unacceptable

X10 replacing the x1 in the evenings is completely inconvenient and unnecessary when it could 

easily run alongside the x1

Cancel the X10 service and replace them all with x1

189 X10 I would like this bus route to still travel Rotherham hospital as I need this for work and my 

children need this route for college. I would rather not travel into the Rotherham town centre 

which I seem as unsafe as it's now so run down by all the bad elements such as drug and 

achohol abusers.

I need this service to stay as is it I use the number 10 bus to get to work daily and if it stopped 

running along moorgate road I would have no option but to look for other means of travel to 

get me to and from the hospital.

190 X10 I need the bus route to take me to thomas rotherham college

191 X1 X10 Other - Write In 18 WHY DO YOU HATE PEOPLE LIVING IN THE MALTBY AREA?  WHY ARE YOU TAKING BUSES 

AWAY FROM WHERE PEOPLE LIVE (I.E. DALE HILL ESTATE) AND RUNNING MORE ALONG 

ROTHERHAM ROAD WHICH HAS ONE ROW OF HOUSES TO THE SOUTH ALONG MOST OF ITS 

LENGTH? FIRSTBUS KNOCK OFF X1s DELAYED IN SHEFFIELD  WHEN THEY ARE DUE TO START 

THEIR RETURN JOURNEY IN MALTBY(DRIVER TOLD US) SO WE WILL BE FREQUENTLY LEFT 

STRANDED FOR HALF AN HOUR ON DALE HILL ROAD WHICH IS A 20+ MINUTE WALK 

INVOLVING A LONG HILL FROM ROTHERHAM ROAD. THE SERVICE HAS A POOR RELIABILITY 

ALREADY BECAUSE ITS RUN ALONG THE ATTERCLIFFE COMMON ROUTE IN SHEFFIELD. OUR 

BUS DRIVER FRIEND SAID THERE ARE 38 RED LIGHTS BETEWEEN EYRE STREET AND 

MEADOWHALL AND HE CAN'T DO THE JOURNEY IN THE ALLOTTED TIME. WHY DON'T YOU 

SOLVE THE PROBLEMS AT THE END THEY HAPPEN, NOT MALTBY? 

MANY MALTBY PEOPLE TRY TO SHOP IN DONCASTER BUT THE BUS CONGLOMERATES MAKE IT 

AS HARD AS POSSIBLE.  FOUR BUSES AN HOUR X10 AND 18 RUN ALONG ROTHERHAM ROAD 

NONE GO UP THROUGH DALE HILL ROAD ESTATE. iTS LIKE YOU WANT TO GET THROUGH 

MALTBY AS QUICK AS POSSIBLE AND DON'T CARE PASSENGERS CAN'T GEET ACCESS. YOU MAY 

NOT HAVE NOTICED LOOKING ON YOUR MAPS BUT ADDISON ROAD IS A BLOODY GREAT BIG 

HILL AND I FOR ONE CANNOT CARRY SHOPPING BACK UP IT AS I HAVE GOT A HEART 

CONDITION THERE WON'T BE MANY X1s GOING UP IT FROM FEB SO NO CONNECTIONS

MANY MALTBY PEOPLE TRY TO SHOP IN DONCASTER BUT THE BUS CONGLOMERATES MAKE IT 

AS HARD AS POSSIBLE.  FOUR BUSES AN HOUR X10 AND 18 RUN ALONG ROTHERHAM ROAD 

NONE GO UP THROUGH DALE HILL ROAD ESTATE. iTS LIKE YOU WANT TO GET THROUGH 

MALTBY AS QUICK AS POSSIBLE AND DON'T CARE PASSENGERS CAN'T GEET ACCESS. YOU MAY 

NOT HAVE NOTICED LOOKING ON YOUR MAPS BUT ADDISON ROAD IS A BLOODY GREAT BIG 

HILL AND I FOR ONE CANNOT CARRY SHOPPING BACK UP IT AS I HAVE GOT A HEART 

CONDITION THERE WON'T BE MANY X1s GOING UP IT FROM FEB SO NO CONNECTIONS

LOOK AT THE CONTOURS ON THE MAP. PEOPLE LIVING ON DALE HILL ROAD MALTBY ARE 

SEPARATED FROM MOST BUSES BY A LONG STEEP HILL. MANY PEOPLE WHO USE BUSES ARE 

OLD, DISABLED OR HAVE YOUNG CHILDREN. YOU ARE MAKING THEIRLIVES WORSE

192 113 113 a very welcome service service 113. a very good idea. ravenfield has no access to shopping, banking, post office, library, 

and social groups and classes provided for at wickersley library. many ravenfield residents like 

myself will now be able to access these facilities and regain our independence without relying 

on friend's and family to take us. when service users living in balby warmsworth edlington 

braithwell stainton Maltby and hellaby can access wickersley direct by service 10. ravenfield, 

one of the nearest villages has had no service. I commend this proposal

193 Other - Write In 10 Me and others rely on this service top get to the hospital. If it is changed it means having to 

catch a bus into Rotherham and then having to catch another bus to get to the Hospital. 

195 113 Buses to wickersly We need a bus

196 X1 X10 Concerns over the length of time to reach Maltby from Rotherham.  Buses are already very 

irregular and unreliable (due to the meadowhall stretch),  without adding an extra loop in. I 

need to get from Rotherham to Maltby within an hour for my work regularly and bearly make it 

on time now, I dread to think about getting there with this change.

Welcome more regular service. However, the x1 is awfully unreliable and irregular.  This will 

mean, with an extention to meadowhall /Sheffield that x10 services will become less reliable 

and irregular.  We currently have 10s run by Doncaster first, which are far more reliable that 

any Rotherham bus has where been, I worry that services will just fall apart if they take the 

longer route doing week days. I rely on this bus route to get me to work daily,  please don't miss 

it up in trying to make it better.

X1 buses are currently highly unreliable, I believe due to the length of service. They are 

regularly late and often arrive at Rotherham 2 or 3 at a time and then at Wickersley and Maltby 

2, 3 or 4 at a time!

197 X1 The X1 bus service always has plenty of passengers It has great difficultly keeping to time as X1 

only this is wrong 

The X1 service and number 10 should be kept separate The bus fares in Rotherham are more 

expensive than London

198 X10 I am for the changes as it provides a more regular bus service within my area and make it more 

easier for hospital.

I want the changes to go ahead as it is beneficial  

199 I am all for running the X10 to Sheffield via Rotherham and Meadowhall but would prefer it to 

go via Rotherham Have as it does now.

201 Ok with the X10 going to Meadowhall and Sheffield but would prefer it going via Rotherham 

Hospital as it does at the moment

202 Happy with the X10 going to Rotherham Meadowhall and Sheffield every 15 minutes but would 

prefer it going via Rotherham Hospital as it does at the moment

205 X10 Skipping out the hospital isn't going to benefit anyone except yours. It's ridiculous that you 

would propose this kind of change on a service that most people in the area rely on. 

You should be ashamed of yourselves for even proposing this change. Missing the hospital 

entirely just for what? More money to you, I can imagine. 

208 X10 You ought to be thoroughly ashamed of yourselves as your proposals conveniently fails to 

inform the public that the X10 will NOT pass Rotherham Hospital robbing the Staff & patients 

(many of them elderly) of a vital service, instead preferring to concentrate on where the service 

doe's go rather than where it stops going to.

I hope the proposed increase in frequency cuts out the plethora of buses rushing past bus stops 

(especially in Maltby) saying "out of service" leaving passengers waiting 45 minutes for one that 

WILL pick them up.

209 X10 As a Rotherham road Maltby resident the route does not state if the new x10 is going to the 

hospital as the current no 10 does, and if it is going down the hill ,past the comp school and 

past layden court old people's care Home and disabled flats. These people need a regular 

service to the hospital more than others and doing so will avoid more cars trying to park at the 

hospital and increase bus usage 

Need a regular service to the hospital to avoid car parking problems there and the elderly and 

disabled people who can't walk far need public transport to meet frequent appointments. This 

service needs to come down Rotherham road past the layden court care home and disabled 

flats at St Barbara's close 

210 113 Other - Write In 110 No 113 early morning services running along Sunyside Flanderwell Markfield Drive till 06:55 

how do you expect nurses and others  to get to RDGH  & Rotherham before then? Its a long 

walk from Woodlaithes to Wickersley especially during the winter months have you no care or 

consideration for peoples safety

No 110 early morning services running along Sunyside Flanderwell Markfield Drive till 06:55 

how do you expect nurses and others  to get to RDGH & Rotherham  before then? Its a long 

walk from Woodlathes and these areas to Wickersley especially during the winter months have 

you no care and consideration for peoples safety

The proposed changes are very unreasonable.

211 113 X1 X10

214 113 X1 X10

215 X1 Don't change too much but really need to turn up on time not all turning up at once which 

happens a lot. When you live in Wickersley and Bramley and an X1 turns up and only goes to 

Rotherham not very helpful.

219 X1 current route means a lot of busses get stuck in traffic and rerouted and don't actually turn up, 

so could be waiting up to an hour for a bus that's supposed to be every 10 minutes 

220 X1 X10 Excellent current service problems evening rush hour Promising service

222 X1 X10 Will these services stop throwing passengers off buses in Maltby so they have to wait for 

another bus to arrive? Am asking this as this is not meant to happen when vunerable people are 

aboard, ie., OAP's, Disabled etc

Will this service still go to the Hospital, as this is not very clearly stated? Seems a service 110 

goes at very early hours yet after this no others run from Maltby, it's like we are being cut off 

once again, for those of us, parent with young children with illnesses, the disabled and the 

OAP's with no other way of getting to the hospital, the number 10/X10 is the only way we can 

get to appointments in time, I have to point out there are a lot of OAP's and disabled people 

and young children with illnesses in Maltby, by removing this service, you're causing so much 

upheaval you wouldn't understand

Wickersley, Bramley and Flanderwell/Sunnyside have lots of bus services as is, why is it they 

need even more, and you take Maltby and Hellaby's hospital service away? It's very unfair and 

seems like we are being pushed further and further away from any form of facility



Consultation responses for the proposed changes in Wickersley and surrounding areas

Response ID Service 113 Service 116 Service X1 Service X10 Other Other Service Feedback 113 Feedback 116 Feedback X1 Feedback X10 Feedback Other General feedback

223 113 X10 Other - Write In 10, 10a Sound like a better service with 113 and X10 compared to the current 10, 10a due to better 

frequency of buses

As above As above [Removed for GDPR]

227 X10 I am unhappy that there will be no service from maltby to Rotherham hospital anymore. For 

people who rely on the bus to get to hospital for appointments or to visit sick relatives having to 

go through Rotherham will not only make the journey longer but will add extra stress on them 

especially if they have mobility issues.

I feel that overall the plan for the X1 and 10 is a little confusing and yet again Maltby will be 

losing a valuable service this time to the hospital. The other losers will be the students who 

attend Thomas Rotherham college. There are also other businesses along the moorgate road 

which will be harder to access. We keep being asked to use the bus but more and more 

journeys are being made longer either by asking people to catch 2 or more buses or by trying to 

cram everything in to one route so making people reluctant to give up their cars instead of 

having more routes. 

228 X1 X10 I live on Rotherham Road in Maltby and work in Rotherham.  The current service does need 

changing but without knowing the new timetables I cannot say if this will be better.  Most 

mornings, and evenings, I walk to the stop at the bottom of Addison Road where you have 

more buses running

I live on Rotherham Road in Maltby and work in Rotherham.  The current service does need 

changing but without knowing the new timetables I cannot say if this will be better.  Most 

mornings, and evenings, I walk to the stop at the bottom of Addison Road where you have 

more buses running

The X1 always has problems around Meadowhall at this time of year with buses running late 

which means many turn around at Wickersley or Bramley and I need to get to Maltby 

231 X10 I live at Bramley near flanderwell lane sunny side coming off one of the big estate near 

Ravenfield Bramley and woodlaiithes area who have a lot of workers who work In Sheffield 

office times...to arrive at work 08.30 onwards , this x10 new timetable is only going to go to 

Sheffield at 07.32 then after that only goes to Meadowhall or Rotherham , Therefore having to 

change back onto the X1 to get into Sheffield city centre , can u please consider  that next 3 

buses till 08.17 go onto Sheffield , What's the point of that for workers .. Because you then have 

to swap as I said earlier ...  Also these journeys are very long journeys as you have connected 

too many old bus routes together there fore it's taking nearly 1 hour 16 mins according to the 

timetable which we know is never correct because of traffic and traffic lights etc it's too much 

of a long journey , usually 1hour 25 mins from where I get on at Bramley and I still have to walk 

to bawtry road which is another 15 mins .. So yes the x10 is an improvement but needs to go 

onto Sheffield more for office workers to get to work for 9 am,  ALso could you not provide a 

first bus that goes along the PArkway at whiston .. to include .. Maltby , Bramley ,sunny side, 

Wickersley, whiston workers to then go left onto the parkway around 07.30 to 08.30 so people 

aren't just relying on the very early powells x7 service,, that goes far too early, First bus 

company are not giving us in Maltby Bramley sunny side Wickersley whiston people a fair bus 

service to Sheffield... Office workers times they are just putting loads of buses on during the day 

and not considering real people who work...They are making us go all round into Rotherham , 

Meadowhall . Then onto Sheffield ,    You will loose custom to the new super tram if you do not 

do anything about the long route from malt by Bramley etc Please don't take off the x3 please 

cos we'll end up even worse ... That still goes to Meadowhall tinsley and brinsworth without 

that we'll never get home .. To sunny side woodlaiithes area.  

239 X10 Ridiculous decision to consider scrapping the number 10 service - it provides an important link 

between Maltby / Bramley and the vitally important venues of the district general hospital and 

Thomas Rotherham College. Retain the service as it benefits the necessary requirements of 

passengers rather than the operator or the PTE.  It's also completely disingenuous to say that 

passengers can change to the 19 service at Wickersley - as you know full well these services are 

run by different operators and therefore through ticketing is not available in the same context. 

 [Removed for GDPR]. I bet I could have done better than the clown who came up with this, 

who clearly has no local knowledge of the area or its requirements.

240 The 10 service should be left alone as it helps the people on the route to help with the travel to 

hospital 

243 X10 Maltby needs a direct bus to the hospital and TRC for patients which would include people with 

disabilities, the elderly and students. My disabled son who is not allowed to drive often has 

outpatient appointments. 

245 Ok with running X10 to Meadowhall and Sheffield BUT NOT OK WITH IT NOT GOING VIA 

HOSPITAL Please reconsider this part of the intended change

248 113 X1 X10 From what I understand from this consultation, the 113 sounds a potentially helpful means of 

connection with the town centre for residents in Ravenfield.

Not to include Rotherham District General Hospital anywhere in these routes and timetables is 

alarming for those in Wickersley who are elderly or disabled and depend on these services for 

appointment times throughout the day. Getting hospital staff there early in the morning is one 

thing, but what about the patients who need to be there later in the day and how do they get 

safely and affordably home again?

Not to include Rotherham District General Hospital anywhere in these routes and timetables is 

alarming for those in Wickersley who are elderly or disabled and depend on these services for 

appointment times throughout the day. Getting hospital staff there early in the morning is one 

thing, but what about the patients who need to be there later in the day and how do they get 

safely and affordably home again?

Dismaying to think services to RDGH are being reduced. This will cause hardship to the disabled 

and elderly and all those passengers for whom cars are not an option.

249 113 X10 Does it come down Northfield Lane every hour,and go past the general hospital ? A rote map 

with all the stops on would be beneficial !

The present time table is very unreliable with buses coming 5/6 minutes early on a regular basis 

as well as up to 15 minutes late not to mention that at least one a day seems to miss ! We can 

cope with busses coming late but not early ! There should be another stop in Bramley/ 

Sunnyside where buses wait till they are on time. Do all the number x10s come down Northfield 

Lane ? Can you provide route maps ?

Will we have a regular bus service down Northfield Lane that goes to the hospital?

251 Please do not change route of number 10 many people depend on this service for hospital 

appointments hope my view will be considered

252 X10 This idea is crazy all you are doing is trying to gain more money this is a cash grab In general at the moment first buses aren't really running steady at all and to be fair you should 

be looking at the x1 the fact is that journey cannot be completed in the time allotted so that bus 

during busier periods is guaranteed to be running late

253 113 X1 X10 Will this service run at the weekends as the 13 doesn't at the moment? If not it is no use to me 

at all

What will be the frequency? Will it still go to both terminus in Maltby? How often will this run does it go to Doncaster? I use the 6.57am No. 10 to get to work will there be a X10 equivalent?

255 X10 This is a good service for the hospital, why do you have to change things when they work and 

inconvenience people's lives.

256 X1 X10 X1 is a great service covers great areas of maltby and make working in meadowhall alot easier 

than it used to be!

Its unnecessary, it cause issues at night as it goes straight up Rotherham road rather than 

Addison road, especially when I finish work at 22:30. It's a pointless service, put the X1 back in 

place.

Don't get rid of X1 services for X10. Get rid of X10 altogether!

257 X10 Has a hospital worker who relies on the number 10 bus to get to work on a daily basis the 

proposed changes are not wanted or even needed

Don't change the service 

258 it is disgusting that you are removing the number 10 as a service to cover Rotherham hospital 

from maltby.  saying that customers need to bus hop from one bus to another to get to hospital 

for appointments or for work is ridiculous, and dangerous for frail or people of I'll health, and 

having to allow at least 2hrs travel time to allow for missing buses, break downs and 

congestion.  ridiculous and disgusting 

261 X10 Need a number 10 service. Don't see why it's being scrapped seen as large amount of people 

use it. Fair enough the number 10 service is abismal but just increase the amount of number 

10's every hour and not the X10. Weird solution if you ask me. 

262 X1 X10 These proposals may reduce the X1 frequency between Morthen Road junction and Flash Lane 

junction on Bawtry Road, passing Wickersley School. a distance of about three quarters of a 

mile. Ten to fifteen minutes (daytime) is mostly acceptable on main routes.

This should not be at the expense of the main X1 route to too great an extent.

263 X10 Appalling that it won't go near the hospital. Cutting off the entire village of Maltby to the local 

hospital is ridiculous. College and school goers and people who need to go to hospital 

appointments having to spend more money and more time to get to a locality that should be 

available easily to them an has been for many years. Why change it? What possible reason can 

benefit this decision? 

People should be able to travel to hospital from Maltby easily as well as the other localities used 

in the area. Workers, students and school goers as well as people that need to go to the 

hospital will be inconvenienced because of this decision. It will not benefit anyone.

264 X10 The 10 service has already been altered unnecessarily, keep the link between maltby and 

Rotherham hospital. 

267 X10 Think it wrong you supose to be a public services but your stopping going to local hospital  but 

his it going to still doing same route  to don caster  which is a night mare getting there were it 

goes basicly door to door services around estates  when it doesn't  need to  plus your knocked 

of Edlington  to go down station  were no one get  on or off l think it should still run hospital  

and knock of going round bramley they have enough  buses round there l stop using  it to town 

because of that only use it for hospita or x1 late as always 

Wickersley  will still have a bus that runs though  to hospital  maltby will not and not fare on use 

that don't drive thought your trying to get more people  on buses it takes long enough on 10 to 

hospital  with it going round bramley   so now we going to have to get of and change buses so 

could be waiting ages for  a bus to hospital  when you got appointment  and have to leave 

home 2 hrs plus just to get to your appointment  plus my child as to come out of school so she 

going miss nearly a day of school and rhen school going to be moaning so get a point l just not 

borther  so you putting people health at risks and the cost of bus fares can't  afford tenner to 

get there with it going to be different  bus company's people that catch buses are not made of 

money times are hard these  days 

270 It would be nice to have some sort of service round Bramley Grange Crescent again. 

273 X10 So, you are going to replicate the X1 bus service and remove the bus service for people who live 

on the lower half of East Bawtry Road?  How is this improving efficiency or providing customers 

with a service?  The new proposed route will completely remove essential bus services which 

travel directly to Sheffield from people who live in or around the Whiston Crossroads area and 

provide additional services to people who already have the X1 route which runs every 10 

minutes!  How is this either fair, efficient or serving all areas of the borough?

Keep the X7 Service running following its current route of East Bawtry Road but instead run 

down the Parkway rather than going around a circuitous route in Attercliffe etc.  That way, you 

will speed up the journey time, thereby attracting more people onto the bus! 

276 X1

277 X1 The service is currently unreliable and doesn't link in with the Dinnington services therefore my 

journey time from Broom to Dinnington has some mornings more than tripled from 30 mins to 

90.

The stretch from the leisure centre to Badsley Moor Lane is going to be severely reduced 

further to one bus every 15 mins during the day. Totally unacceptible to what we used to have.

278 X1

279 X1 X10 These buses are NEVER on time, drivers don't even know when they're going to turn up. Last 

week, after a 20 minute wait in Rotherham town centre, one even changed its route in Maltby, 

without informing passengers, because it was 'very late', this then made me very late for work. 

I feel sorry for your drivers. I constantly hear them getting moaned at and passengers anger 

directed at them, when it's not their fault. The fault lies in the length of route these buses run, 

through Sheffield and meadowhall traffic too. I'm dreading the next few weeks on the run up to 

Christmas as it gets busier. I bet your drivers are too. :( You plan to keep infact elongate the 

routes they run as a money saving exercise. When will you realise this simply doesn't work?

Adding the 10 into the x1 service is a joke. The 10s just about run on time at the moment, but 

only because they're run by first Doncaster, not first Rotherham.  Elongating the service will not 

lead to buses being every 15minutes, it will lead to late buses,  coming 2 or three at a time and 

removing the faster x1 service off the main roads on the faster routes. Leave the 10s with 

Doncaster, every 30mins, terminating at Rotherham.  It works, please don't mess.

The current reliability of these buses is shocking. As someone who uses it as a through service 

from Rotherham to Maltby,  it's clear to see the issue arises before Rotherham with congestion 

in Sheffield and around meadowhall. It doesn't save you money when you loose custom.

280 X10 It should still serve the hospital 

281 X10 This service needs to go via rotherham hospital

283 X10 Vital link from Maltby to Rotherham hospital. My wife and I have health issues that mean 

numerous hospital appointments. Unfortunately we don't drive family are at work so rely on 

the bus for the appointments. Why take this service off?  It is a vital link for many people. 

This is a vital link to the hospital for many Maltby people. It would be heartless to stop it and 

cause many problems  for older patients getting to outpatient appointments or visiting family in 

hospital. 
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284 X1 X10 Length of journey means buses are often delayed leading to infrequent buses. E.g. today I 

waited for an x1 after 10 minutes I got on a 13 because the next x1 was 15 minutes away and 

the following x1 bus was 45 mins away according to the display. This was at 15.45 on a Tuesday 

when buses should be at least every 10 minutes. Please split x1 Sheffield rothrham and 

Rotherham malty to facilitate timekeeping.

This service seems to work well most of the time  please don't send it to sheffield See previous

287 X10 Will this service call into Rotherham District General Hospital and if it doesn't don't change it. The hospital services have been cut back already to cut them back any more is unacceptable

290 X10 Service 10 should not be re routed. It is an essential service for travelling to Rotherham 

Hospital.

294 113 Would like to see the link between Ravenfield to Wickersley.

295 113 Would like to see a link between Ravenfield and Wickersley.

296 X10 Other - Write In Maltby loses heavily in this shake up. Perhaps SYPTE and FIRSTBUS need to realise that there are approximately 20000 potential passengers who live east of the M18 Needs to serve Rotherham Hospital. May I suggest alternate services go via the Hospital as the 

10/10a does now. This will reduce the cost of travel from Maltby to the Hospital and reduce 

journey times. Changing buses part way will add at least 15 minutes to the journey and may put 

off many passengers and will no doubt increase car usage. I always use the bus to avoid the 

poor parking at the Hospital.

Rubbish. Maltby should have been listed separately and NOT HIDDEN UNDER WICKERSLEY. 

Very poor consultation, obviously designed to give the results you wanted. Very poor show 

indeed.

297 X10 Whoever thought up this stupid idea ought to be sacked, but then I suppose they drive 

everywhere and haven't used public transport for years.  The council keep blethering on about 

using public transport to help with congestion then you take off a bus that many people rely on 

to get to the hospital either as patients or staff. As from now on I am boycotting First Travel and 

will use Stagecoach to get to and from work, I'd rather walk than line the pockets of short 

sighted stupid people like you.

298 X10 Ending a direct route to RGH & TRC is not only unfair on the elderly & vulnerable it's a PR 

DISASTER for SYPTE but you lot don't care about that as "it's a business not a service" as quite a 

few drivers have told me over the years. The people( bean counters) that came up with this 

plan should be thoroughly ashamed of themselves.

Everyone knows this proposal no matter how it is packaged is a cost cutting measure designed 

not to improve services but to end some routes altogether & it's an insult to peoples 

intelligence to state otherwise.

299 X10 I don't understand why the number 10 service has to be axed in favour of the X10. The X10 

basically has the same route as the X1, which are supposed to turn up every 10 minutes, so 

there really isn't much point in adding another service on this route when there's many there 

already. I rely on the number 10 to get into college every day, and I know many people who 

also do, not only in the Wickersley area but Maltby as well, who will all now have to change 

busses or mess with their schedule so it fits with the 19/19a's timetable. To stop providing a 

direct service to the hospital for maltby residents as well is a terrible proposal. All of these 

people will now have to either find other ways to get to hospital or pay more money to get 

there on multiple busses. 

300 X1 X10 I suggest you run every other X1 via Whiston giving greater direct access to the Hospital and 

Meadowhall and Sheffield for residents who live in the area

I am a non driving full time carer of a wheelchair using dementia sufferer. We use the 10 ,10a 

service via Whiston in both directions to access shops and facilities in Rotherham, Maltby and 

Doncaster. There has been an increase in other wheelchair users accessing these services. As 

only one wheelchair user can be accommodated on each bus, any reduction in services via 

Whiston mean longer waiting times for the next available service when other wheelchair users 

have taken the only available space. I cannot see why you don't do what used to work when the 

19,19a,19b services ran,with bus's running on both Whiston and Stag routes. Why can't there 

be a 10, 10a and 10b service doing the same. You could also run every other X1 via Whiston 

giving Whiston residents direct access to Meadowhall and Sheffield and increased Rotherham 

Hospital access for all.

301 X1 X10 Other - Write In X3 Please reinstate the former 1 and 2 route using Wellgate, not Clifton Lane.  Wellgate offers  

better access to Shops and businesses on Wellgate and High Street. 

This is not an adequate replacement for the missing 10 service because it does not run to East 

Bawtry Road/Moorgate/Hospital and it is not clear from the proposed timetables whether it 

performs the useful function of running to and from Doncaster.  The X10 appears to duplicate 

the X1, in which case it would be better to have a more frequent X1 and reinstate the 10.  

Continuing with the 10 also offers more flexibility for travel to Rotherham, as it uses  a different 

route to the X1.

If the X3 is removed there is no direct commuter service from Woodlaithes, Bramley and 

Wickersley to Sheffield City Centre.  There would only be the X1 which stops at Rotherham and 

Meadowhall Bus Stations, delaying the journey.  The X3 helped to fill gaps in the X7 service 

(Maltby - Sheffield, run by Powells), which were caused when Powell's withdrew some of its X7 

services in favour or contract services (eg to run school transport).

The area needs direct route to Rotherham Hospital and direct route to Sheffield

304 113 116 ravenfield needs this service to the hospital ravenfield needs a bus service to rotherham no

305 X1 No buses through Wickersley except 19s for 30 minutes. When will you learn; running buses 

from Sheffield to Maltby, through meadowland is just ridiculous! 

Awful bus service. Take a leaf out of Doncaster's book.

307 X1 X10 The x1 is never on time and buses are constantly missed out x10 will not serve the hospital as the number 10 service currently does meaning there will be no 

direct bus to the hospital or to Thomas Rotherham College which my son will be attending. 

i feel the bus service is not reliable with many buses missed out frequently. I feel there needs to 

be a bus between Maltby and the hospital 

308

309 X10 This service is a 'lifeline' for myself and my wife, enabling us to attend and return from our 

many and varied appointments at RDGH. We cannot afford two taxi fares per hospital visit. 

Having to walk to Bawtry Road and back is out of the question. We are both Senior Citizens and 

unable to negotiate this distance. The present X10 stops close to our house on Radley Avenue, 

Wickersley, very convenient. I therefore request that you retain both the route and frequency 

of the present X10 service. Sincerely yours, Eric C Devine

Have already just provided it.

310 X10

314 X10 People of Maltby need a direct hospital route. Do not get rid of the number 10 bus service. 

Hospitals are vital, and therefore should be prioritised as the most important bus route, not 

gotten rid of.

316 X1 X10 Why does/x1 have too go up and down Addison road twice r is this changing Why is the 10 not going to the hospital from maltby Alterations are OK but they don't always run reliable now so how will this help

317 X10 Which bus will run from RDGH/Whiston to Flanderwell Lane/Main Street Bramley?  There is no 

such service now on a Sunday.Will it be the same every day from February? Not acceptable!

318 X10 Please do not remove the number 10 service is not ceased as many elderly people including 

myself rely on it to get to the hospital.

319 X10 The proposed changes to services in Wickersley/Bramley do not appear to assist those living in 

Maltby. The timetables seem generally confusing and there appears to be no pattern to the 

route of the X10, this running a partial route for much of the day and therefore not cordinating 

the X1 service as implied. More importantly there will be no service to Rotherham hospital 

which is an essential destination to have easy access to.  

320 X1 X10 Maltby needs a bus service that serves Rotherham hospital. It seems neither service will do this 

under the proposed changes. 

Maltby needs a bus service that serves Rotherham hospital. It seems neither service will do this 

under the proposed changes. 

The timetables look overly complicated. 

321 X1 X10 Have no confidence in the  reliability of X1 service to provide a link to Wickersley  and an hourly 

service via route 113  to Rotherham Hospital.Waiting times at Wickersley could be extensive 

and mean allowing much longer to get to destination.Waiting facilities at Wickersley  are  basic 

and not suitable for elderly/ disabled people travelling to the Hospital or those with children.

Changes to this service will remove a direct link to Rotherham  Hospital, Oakwood High School 

and Thomas Rotherham college  for  Maltby and Hellaby  residents.How is this providing better 

access for these communities? Disabled people and the elderly will be disproportionately 

affected by these changes which raise significant challenges for those dealing with mobility 

issues and for whom there is there is no alternative to the bus service. The feedback exercise 

does not appear to recognise that   Maltby and Hellaby are separate locations to Wickersley   or 

appreciate that having to journey to Wickersley to link with the 113  service  is both 

inconvenient and potentially discriminatory. 

327 Other - Write In 10 and !0a This is a vital service, which provides access for Maltby, Bramley and Wickersley, to Rotherham 

Hospital. By stopping this service you will have a terrible impact on the elderly, Hospital staff 

and Visitors and the most vulnerable people in these communities, who do not have access to a 

car. My Daughter works long days at the Hospital, and after her shift, has to travel in to 

Rotherham and back to Maltby, since you stopped the buses after 18.30. The excuse that there 

wasn't enough people using this service, is utter rubbish, as I often catch it myself and have to 

stand. It is a Human Right to have access to a Hospital, within a reasonable time. These changes 

are denying people just that!!

Why do the changes not mention Maltby, when these buses stop at MANY Maltby bus stops? 

This is quite odd indeed. The 10 and 10a, with keeping it's Rotherham General Hospital stop, is 

a vital service for Maltby, Bramley and Wickersley.

328 X10 Ref: Alteration of No. 10 bus route from Maltby to Rotherham, no longer calling at Rotherham 

Hospital.  I wish to point out that this proposed change will:  A. Cause great inconvenience and 

disruption to the people of Maltby who travel to the hospital as outpatients, workers 

(particularly shift workers) and visitors.  B. At a time when the effects of air pollution is an 

increasing concern, it seems strange that Travel South Yorkshire should create a situation which 

will result in more car journeys.  C. Parking is a nightmare both at the hospital and surrounding 

areas. This proposal will ass to the ever increasing problem.  D. Not every is in a financial 

position to afford taxi fares. Elderly residents rely on being able to use their bus passes for 

routine visits to hospital.  In conclusion, I feel that this proposal badly lets down the Maltby 

people. It is unbelievable that a bus company could leave a community of over 17 thousand 

people without a direct route to the nearest major hospital.  Please reconsider.   

330 X10 should go to hospital

332 113 116 X1 X10 Serves Barnsley and Rotherham hospital but is only hourly, starts late and finishes early, so is 

not an option for early or late opportunities or evening visitors.

Where does this run? I note a reduced service to White city, Birks Holt and Model village areas of Maltby. For your 

information 'White City' is beyond (E of) the junction of the A631and the B427 and S of the 

A631. Birks Holt is S of the A631. Birks Holt is S of the A631 and W of Muglet lane B6427.

It took a very detailed study of the proposals to discover that the proposal is to cease provision 

of a direct service between Maltby and Rotherham Hospital. I object in the strongest possible 

terms , to this proposal, Maltby patients have to travel to Rotherham hospital for accident and 

emergency and most hospital services, Maltby is part of Rotherham MBC.

Why does the attached map end at the M18? Why is this form described as applying to 

Wickersley and Bramley when services for comment run via Maltby as well. Maltby/Hellaby has 

a total population of some 20,000 yet these people's needs appear to have been ignores by the 

proposals and this survey I am not alone is being very angry about this. Maltby is in Rotherham 

Metropolitan Borough and is an important bus destination.

333 X10 Why on earth you are stopping the bus calling at the hospital it is beyond belief when 

pensioners are going to the hospital it is because they are not well and do not want to keep 

changing from bus to bus and can not afford taxis all the time.

X10 why do we need another bus going to Meadowhall when X1 is going there, who ever 

thought of this can't use buses or need to go to the hospital.

334 X1 X10 Other - Write In 4 A good service. A mutual required improvement, this service is required 7 days a week. A good reliable service but more buses required through the afternoon. 10 service not reliable in after late up to 15minutes, and failure to arrive at all. The poor service 

first buses generally are not as good (reliable) as Stagecoach. Powells are most reliable, it is in 

other parts of the country provides a better service than Rotherham.

335 X1 X10 Hopefully if the proposal is implemented it will be favourable for people living in the area 

between Don Jon and Addison road in Maltby after years of a very restricted service to 

Rotherham and Sheffield.

Finally transport started between instead of all going via Brucknell road. Downside - no bus to 

hospital.

Please consider making changes or proposals more widely advertised, bus stops libraries. The 

whole world is not on line. Not enough staff to man the phone lines. Thank you.

336 113 116 X1 X10 Other - Write In 10/10a Does not start early enough or finish late enough to be of any use to people using it for hospital 

appointments. Therefore it is useless as a replacement for the 10/10a from Malyby to the 

hospital.

There is no information about this route I n this document. Perhaps the users Burksholt Model village in Maltby wouldn't have realised the 20 minute 

service is reduced to 30 minutes.

No where does it state that this will not go via Rotherham hospital, it needs to. There is a large 

population east of the M18, many of whom use the bus to the hospital. Having to change 

causes increased costs and time consuming information.

Keep the 10/10a fro Maltby to Rotherham going via Rotherham hospital. The whole consultation is flawed, originally no one who looked at it realised that the direct link 

from Maltby to Rotherham Hospital was being severed. SYPTE director of customer services 

Tim Taylor is quoted in the Rotherham Advertising as saying "...........better access to places of 

employment , education and hospitals" he fails to state NOT IF YOU LIVE IN MALTBY OR 

HELLABY. I suggest the consultation is made void and redone by leafletting houses in those 

areas, very poor communication. Everything for Maltby is hidden under Wickersley.



Consultation responses for the proposed changes in Wickersley and surrounding areas

Response ID Service 113 Service 116 Service X1 Service X10 Other Other Service Feedback 113 Feedback 116 Feedback X1 Feedback X10 Feedback Other General feedback

337 This consultation form was obtained from the services centre at Maltby and is not really 

relevant to the residents of Maltby. The  increase in services by the new X10 service for 

Rotherham road is welcome. However information shoul have been given on the X10's route 

into Rotherham. The biggest concern for the residents of Maltby is the rumoure re-routing of 

the X10so that it does not serve the hospital. The hospital services is vital for  1. People 

attending out-patient appointments. 2. People visiting in-patients 3. Hospital staff who live in 

Maltby Loss of the hospital service will lead to greater use of private cars with the associated 

problems of parking, congestion and air pollution. I think you are treating the residents of 

Maltby with utter contempt

338 X10 A real must have service via Rotherham hospital (regular). Many people will desperately require 

the number 10 to take people to the Rotherham hospital. It is essential to people who have 

appointments, especially older people who do not drive. It is stressful enough with health, that 

folk can rely on our local bus to get to the hospital and return via hospital bus stop (if it is only 

from Malyby area via Bantrm road route). Consider if this is one of your  older relations. Taxis 

are expensive for folk on pensions, and hospital car parks are always full and expensive. This is a 

really must have, so may people are already becoming anxious. We have lots of buses X1 going 

to Rotherham/Sheffield/Meadowhall.

339 Other - Write In 10/10a 10/10a is  the main service to Rotherham hospital fro m Maltby. These buses are much used 

and much needed, we do't want to have to use it to get to our hospital appointments and back 

home.

Not only does the bus get used for appointments staff at the hospital use it  to get to work and 

back home again. Have you been on the 10/10a service, you will see how many people use it. 

From early morning to late at night.

340 X10 Many Maltby people use this service for hospital and to travel alond Rotherham Road to 

Doncaster. I myself have to catch X1 then X10 twice a week for hospital appointments as do 

many others. If taken off it will mean 3 buses for me and many others from Maltby, which is not 

right.

341 X10 There will be NO direct bus service from Maltby to Rotherham Hospital. This is not satisfactory. 

Many travelling are not well and this is a major difference to their route to treatment.


